Previous Titles Reviewed by the Staff of Tecumseh District Library

A wrinkle in time by Madeleine L'Engle
The underneath by Kathi Appelt
The lost symbol by Dan Brown
The help by Kathryn Stockett
The thirteenth tale by Diane Setterfield
High on arrival by Mackenzie Phillips
Founding mothers by Cokie Roberts
The bizarre truth by Andrew Zimmern
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
People of the book by Geraldine Brooks
Here's the story by Maureen McCormick
The hunger games by Suzanne Collins
A quilter's holiday by Jennifer Chiaverini
Double cross by James Patterson
Friendship test by Elizabeth Noble
The art of racing in the rain by Garth Stein
Big dreams and high hopes by Jack Ingram
Heat wave by Richard Castle
Snow angels by Fern Michaels
Bo's café by John Lynch
Open by Andre Agassi
The year of Miss Agnes by Kirkpatrick Hill
The eye of the world by Robert Jordan